
 

Assembly instructions of a ceiling application
EDI light
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1.   Ceiling plate
2.   Expander
3.   Screw
4.   Washer
5.   Fairlead
6.   Terminal board
7.   Column holder plate
8.   Screw
9.   Nut
10. Washer
11. Washer
12. Nut
13. Screw
14. Column
15. Ring
16. Glass ceiling bowl
17. Cap
18. Dowel
19. Screw
20. Bush column pipe fitting
21. Light pin
22. Pin wrench
23. Edi light
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EDI LIGHT CEILING APPLICATION

- The device must be installed by skilled technicians.
- The power supply inside the installation place must be always unplugged.
- Before starting the assembly operations, it is necessary to make sure that the ceiling is able to

bear the lamp application.
- After having established the fixing point with the centre of the chair (see fig. 2) as reference (A),

indicatively parallel to point (B), drill a hole with diameter 14 and approx. 60 mm deep.
- Prepare the plate (1) by inserting the screw (3) together with the washer (4) in the central hole.

Screw the expander (2) on the screw (3) a few turns, and insert the power cable in the fairlead (5).
- Insert the expander (2) in the 14 diameter hole, drilled before, and press the plate (1) against the

ceiling, taking care that you don't press the cable between the plate (1) and the ceiling. Lock the
screw (3) with the suitable Allen key (attachments).

- Using the plate (1) as a guide, drill in the ceiling other 4 holes with a diameter of 14 and mount the
rest of the expanders (2) and the screws (8) to fix them, by following the same procedure, as
described above.

- Connect the power supply cable to the terminal board (6).
- Insert the first four nuts (9) and the washers (10) on the screws (8) of the ceiling plate (1).
- Screw up the nuts (12) without locking them and the rest of the washers (12) on the screws (8) of

the ceiling plate (1).
- Observe figure 3 and follow the right assembly sequence of the washers and nuts described above.
- Set the column at the right length (14), according to the formula L = H - 1700 (see fig. 1).
- Carefully cut the exceeding part of the column (14) from the side where no holes are present.
- Insert the ring (15) on the column (14) for about 300 mm
- Insert the glass ceiling bowl (16) on the column (14).
- Put the so prepared column (14) in the suitable hole of the column holder plate (7), taking care that

you push it in fully.
- Set the column (14) so that the 4 caps (17) are parallel to the z-w axis (fig. 2) and the screw head

(17) faces the w side.
- Lock the screw (13) and the two dowels (18) by means of Allen keys (attachments).
- Adjust the perpendicularity of the column, working on the nuts (12) and lock the plate (7) with the

nuts (9)
- Unscrew the three screws (19) and remove the bush (20).
- Insert the bush (20) on the pivot (21).
- Insert the segmental key (22) into the pivot (21) spline.
- Insert the lamp conductor in the column (14) till it comes out of the column holder plate (7) of approx.

200 mm.
- Fix the bush (20) to the column (14) with the three screws (19), taking care that you orient the bush

(20) holes parallel to the screw seats on the column (14), and screw them, keeping the lamp hanging.
- Connect the lamp conductor to the terminal board (6)
- Make the glass ceiling bowl (16) adhere to the ceiling, by pressing against the ring (15).
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